The main aim of this paper is to establish a correlation for prediction the thermal conductivity of n-alkanes within a give temperature range for homologous n-alkanes series from CH 4 to C 30 H 62 . The predicted thermal conductivity values depend on the temperature and carbon number for each alkanes component. This paper describes a method of predicting the thermal conductivity of any alkanes between the temperature range, based on a measurement of the thermal conductivity. Where prediction are based on lower temperature measurements, where the accuracy is generally better then 3.1% for 178 data points. Useful predictions can also be made from any temperature measurements for most alkanes, but with reduced accuracy. This method permits alkanes to be used in situations where the thermal conductivity is important without having to make (or find) direct measurements over the entire temperature range of interest. Recommended thermal conductivity values are presented for 30 components.
alkane (e.g. C 2 -alkane). The density of the alkanes usually increases with increasing number of carbon atoms, but remains less than that of water. Hence, alkanes from the upper layer in an alkane-water mixture [2] . Alkanes can be linear (general formula C n H 2n+2 ) where the carbon atoms are joined in a snake like structure, cyclic (general formula C n H 2n, n>2) where the carbon backbone is linked so as to form a loop, or branched (general formula C n H 2n+2, n>3) where the carbon backbone splite off in one or more directions. Alkanes can also combine any of the linear, cyclic (e.g. polycyclic) and branching structures (no general formula), Mc Murry (2004) [3] .
The most important source of alkanes is natural gas and crude oil. Alkanes are separated in an oil refinery by fractional distillation and processed into many different products. The simplest possible alkane (the parent molecule) is methane, CH 4 . There is no limit to the number of carbon atoms that can be linked together, the only limitation being that the molecule is saturated and is a hydrocarbon. Saturated oils and waxes are example of larger alkanes where the number of carbons in the carbon backbone tend to be greater then ten [4, 5] . Alkanes do not conduct electricity, nor are they substantitially polarized by an electric field. For this reason they do not form hydrogen bonds and are insoluble in polar solvents such as water. Since the hydrogen bonds between individual water molecules are aligned away from an alkane molecule, the coexistence of an alkane and water leads to an increase in molecular order (a reduction in entropy). As there is no significant bonding between water molecules and alkane molecules, the second law of thermodynamics suggests that this reduction in entropy should be minimized by minimizing the contact between alkane and water: alkanes are said to be hydrophobic in that they repel water [6] .
The thermal conductivity of liquids has been show in the past to be difficult to predict with a reasonable accuracy, due to the lack of accurate experimental data and reliable prediction schemes. However, data of a high accuracy, and covering wide density ranges, obtained recently in laboratories in Boulder, Lisbon, and London with the transient hot-wire technique, can be used to revise an existing correlation scheme and to develop a new universal predictive technique for the thermal conductivity of liquid normal alkanes. The proposed correlation scheme is constructed on a theoretically based treatment of the van der Waals model of a liquid, which permits the prediction of the density dependence and the thermal conductivity of liquid n-alkanes [7] .
Suggested formula
An empirical correlation based on laboratory experimental measurements of thermal conductivity for n-alkanes from methane (CH 4 ) to n-Eicosane (C 30 H 62 ), Sherwood (1997) . A functional relationship between n-alkanes thermal conductivity, The temperature and the number of hydrocarbon atoms of each New formula for predication thermal conductivity for homologous alkanes series function of carbon number………………………………………………. 
, D 7 = constants of Eq.1 which shown in Table 1 . Application of temperature range of the proposed formula (Eq.1) is shown in Table 2 for the thermal conductivity prediction. An analysis for application of the proposed formula (Eq.1) has been made, where the overall absolute average percentage error is 3.1%, for 178 data points.
These tables alos demonstrate the percentage error between measured and calculated values of the thermal conductivity. The figure below shows a comparison between the measured values of thermal conductivity and the predicted-values according to the formula generalized by this paper. Figure 2 shows the percent error for all the n-alkanes studied in this paper (from Methane to n-C 30 H 62 . The average percent error for all the components is 3.1%). The figures below show the comparison between the measured values of the thermal conductivity and calculated thermal conductivity using the generalized formula by this paper. 
Conclusion
An empirical correlation based on laboratory experimental measurements of thermal conductivity for n-alkanes from methane (CH 4 ) to n-Eicosane (C 30 H 62 ) was presented. The overall absolute average percentage error for the new empirical correlation is 3.1%, for 178 data points. 
